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By L. Divine

Kensington Publishing, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Just as South Bay High s Jayd Jackson is feeling good that her two main social circles
have finally come together, drama takes over once more, and the usual suspects are involved. . .
These days, family and relationship drama is the name of the game in Jayd s life--from her fighting
uncles on the home front to her friend Mickey s possible pregnancy--aka her maybe baby --to a
vengeful plan being plotted by Misty, Jayd s nemesis, over a highly personal problem. In fact, Jayd
may have to do some plotting of her own to keep her crew safe from Misty s drama. Meanwhile,
Rah is trying to get closer to Jayd, but she won t be his rebound girl. Everything comes to a head
when Jayd s ex, Jeremy, asks to play basketball with Rah and the others and is told that a white boy
can t ball. Jeremy proves them wrong, but will that be enough for them to let him on the team for
an important game? Or will ego and stereotyping win? It s almost more than Jayd can take--until
her...
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A high quality book as well as the font applied was fascinating to see. It generally fails to charge excessive. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of studying a composed book.
-- B r a nt Da ch-- B r a nt Da ch

Very useful to all class of individuals. It is amongst the most awesome publication i actually have read through. You will like just how the blogger create this
pdf.
-- Lisa  Ja cobs-- Lisa  Ja cobs
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